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Manuscript Questionnaire

In order to help us consider your manuscript for publication, 
we would ask you to be so kind as to provide the following information.


1.	Title and subtitle of the manuscript:
     

2.	Author (and any co-authors, all names including academic title[s]):
     

3.	Mailing address (street, city, state, postal code, country):
     

4.	Email address:	     

5.	Telephone & fax numbers: 
-	office, direct:	     
-	department:	     
-	home:	     
-	fax:	     

6.	Please describe the contents of the manuscript:
     

Does the manuscript offer a new hypothesis? If so, what is this hypothesis and what may be the impact of this new insight to what fields?
     

Does the manuscript fill a conspicuous hiatus in current secondary literature? In what respect? What group of scholars will consequently be interested to take notice of your work?
     

Does the primary value of the manuscript lie in its bringing together materials published before so as to serve a wider audience?
     

Can it be rightly considered as a reference work?
     

What makes this book an interesting purchase for a university library? What exactly would bring your own librarian to seriously consider purchasing your book?
     

7.	What is the primary audience for the manuscript?
     

8.	Is the manuscript ready for publication?
	Yes
	No
If not, prospective date of completion:	     

9.	Characteristics of the final manuscript:
•	number of words:	     

•	number of tables:	     
•	number of maps:	     
•	number of line drawings:	     
•	number of B/W photographs:	     
•	number of color photographs:	     

•	alphabets used other than Roman:	     
•	non-Roman alphabets in transcription:	     

Please note: if the manuscript contains complete portions of running texts in scripts other than Latin and Greek, please send sample pages and give an indication of the total amount of such text in the manuscript when returning this form.

10.	Is this manuscript an unrevised version of your dissertation?
	Yes
	No
If revised, what is the nature of the revision?
     

11.	Has your manuscript or part of it ever been published or distributed, or is it currently being published of distributed?
	Yes, by      
	No

12.	Is your manuscript presently being considered for publication by (an)other publisher(s)?
	Yes, by      
	No

13.	Is your book (particularly) suitable for / aimed at classroom use?      

14.	If you are planning to use the book in the classroom, how many students do you expect to use the book per year:      

15.	Any additional comments:
     

16.	Date of completion of this form:
     


Please note: if you send hard copy of your manuscript for consideration, 
please retain a copy in case of loss or damage in the mail.

Thank you for your help.

